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How to Hide a Lion. Author: Helen Stephens. Publisher: Alison Green Books. One day, a lion strolls into town to buy a hat - but the townspeople are frightened of lions and chase him away. The lion runs and runs, until he finds a little girl called Iris, who isn't frightened of lions at all. Iris promises to help the lion hide, and keeps the secret even from her parents 'as mums and dads can be funny about having a lion in the house'. But hiding the lion soon proves difficult and when mum discovers him, he runs away again. This delightful and warm-hearted story about the unusual friendship between a little girl and a not-so-scary lion is accompanied by characterful, colourful illustrations in Helen Stephens's distinctively nostalgic style. Author. Your Reviews. Helen Stephens. How to Hide a Lion and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more. Books. In this case, the lion hides first with a friendly little girl, later between stone lions until winning everyone over with a spontaneous act of heroism. "I told you he was a kind lion," the little girl says, in this enjoyable picture book for younger readers. The Wall Street Journal. As a book with a strong and gentle animal hero and fetching illustrations, this can stand proudly on a shelf with such classics as Crictor, The Story of Ferdinand and, of course, Andy and the Lion. Kirkus Reviews, starred review. Cleverly, tenderly, Stephens touches on some big emotions for young reader Title: How To Hide A Lion. Catalogue Number: 9781407171593. Missing Information? See details - Stephens, Helen-How To Hide A Lion BOOK NEW. See all 2 brand new listings. Qty. How does a very small girl hide a very large lion? It's not easy, but Iris has to do her best because mums and dads can be funny about having a lion in the house. Of course, Iris can't hide her lion forever. But when he's finally discovered, the whole town realises how brave and kind he really is just like Iris always said. Product Identifiers. The Best Lion Books for Kids This blog uses affiliate links. Please read my disclosure policy. Roar! Roar! Roar! This week, we are featuring the king of the jungle with books about lions. We have several favorite literary lions, including Aslan from the Chronicles of Narnia series. My elementary students are reading through the series [Asl] Article by Learning Table. 10. Reading Kids Learning Books Lion Book Homeschool Teaching Tips Learning What To Read Study Unit. Helen Stephens award winning author & illustrator of How to Hide a Lion. Helen writes a popular Illustrators Newsletter packed with advice for creatives and image makers. She is co-founder of The Good Ship Illustration, and offers Virtual School Visits for schools, especially popular on World Book Day.